CASE STUDY

GLOBAL FINANCIAL CORPORATION UPGRADES
NETWORK AND SECURITY MONITORING

Customer Gains:
• Reduced network monitoring costs
• Eliminated duplicate packets
• Increased security and network
monitoring tool efficiency
• Expanded network visibility
• Improved scalability and reliability

SUMMARY

Financial industry remains a target for cyber threats
with potentially high rewards for persistent attackers

CUSTOMER:

ACTUAL CONCERNS

A SOLUTION NEEDED

Fortune 500 Financial Services

In one example, cybercriminals made
off with $81 million in an attack on the
central bank of Bangladesh. Little time
goes by without a reported financial
services cyber incident. With these
threats top of mind, one global financial
services organization selected APCON’s
network visibility solutions to update its
existing architecture to meet the needs
of today’s demanding networks.

The customer had noticed a significant
growth in network traffic due to new
systems being implemented and the
addition of a new virtual datacenter,
this new volume of traffic was
overwhelming their network and
application performance monitoring
tools causing them to drop multiple
packets and exposing them to potential
security threats. They decided they
needed a network packet broker to
remove duplicate packets to reduce
load on tools and a virtual network
monitoring system that scales with
their infrastructure to prevent future
challenges. After a detailed evaluation of
throughput and scale of other solutions
from various vendors, the customer
ultimately decided to go with APCON’s
Series 4000 product for their solution.

CHALLENGES:
• Overloaded security,
NPM, APM tools
• Eliminate duplicate packets
• Efficiency and cost
effectiveness
• No virtual network
traffic monitoring
• Scalable network monitoring

SOLUTION:
• Series 4000 Next Generation
Packet Broker
• TitanXR Management
Software
• IntellaStore® II+

THE CUSTOMER
The customer is an American
worldwide banking and financial
services corporation that operates
in 35 countries with over 50,000
employees. With investments of
high-net-worth individuals at stake,
the IT department needed to make
sure its network security was
up to date.

10G

The Series 4000 network monitoring system is the
latest generation of APCON’s traffic visibility technology.
It is designed for scalable, high-capacity, reliable data
aggregation and filtering, which increases tool efficiency
and lowers enterprise monitoring costs.

The IT team also leveraged advanced features on the
Series 4000 including 1.6 Tbps of deduplication from a
5RU deployment. The team also leveraged it as a tunnel
termination endpoint for their virtualized environments
unifying virtual and on-premise monitoring.
Since implementation, the Series 4000 solution’s highport density and processing features has enabled the
company to connect more network monitoring and
security devices, protecting traffic flowing through the
data center and providing 100 percent network visibility.
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APCON SERIES 4000
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INTELLAFLEX™
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INTELLAFLEX™
ACI-4030-E52-1
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APCON’s Series 4000 provides high-port density and
flexibility – offering 36 ports of 100G Fiber per blade with
packet deduplication, protocol stripping, packet slicing
with each service available and selectable on every port.
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PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY TOOLS

The deduplication feature
processes packets from multiple
ports to remove duplicates,
directing traffic of interest to
security and performance tools.

SEEING ONLY WHAT IS NECESSARY
The IT team saw a major benefit in implementing
APCON’s deduplication feature. The monitoring tools
were struggling to analyze all packets efficiently due
to duplicate packets from their network’s high-volume
of traffic. The most pervasive issue was the network’s
data records, which were becoming loaded with
duplicates and affecting their lookback time window.
The overload caused skewed reports and eventually led
to unnecessary purchases of expensive redundant tools.
With the deduplication feature, traffic entering any
port in the system can be processed and each
succeeding packet is then compared to prior packets
received. If a packet is deemed to be a duplicate, it is
discarded. By eliminating these unnecessary packets,
the IT team was able to optimize the monitoring tools
and troubleshoot problems faster, increasing network
application efficiency and performance.

VIRTUALIZATION MONITORING
Another concern for the IT team was gaining visibility
into virtual network traffic. The client had a 100 percent
virtualized environment and being able to selectively
look at east-west VM traffic on demand was required. By
activating the high-performance Series 4000 and tunnel
termination features, the company is able to terminate
all tunneled traffic from their VM environment, deencapsulate the traffic, and apply proper filters before
passing to the network and security monitoring tools.

Access Control Lists (ACLs) filter
network traffic by controlling whether
packets are forwarded or blocked.
The Series 4000 platform examines
each packet to determine whether to
permit or deny the packet based on
criteria specified within the ACL.

CENTRALIZED
NETWORK MONITORING
With the large port count and high density of network
monitoring systems, the IT team needed a user friendly
graphical interface. They found APCON’s intuitive and
easy-to-use graphical interface, IntellaView, met their
requirements. It provides management capability that
simplifies the day-to-day operations of an APCON
visibility solution.
TitanXR, APCON’s multi-switch network visibility
management software, allows IT teams to remotely
manage their entire monitoring infrastructure from a
single screen with point-and-click access to all APCON
systems from a central console. It provides custom
dashboards, giving a graphical summary of a system’s
performance and network statistics.
In addition, the trunking capabilities of TitanXR allow
users to view and create trunk links in multi-system
environments and to view trunk utilization and
over-subscription levels. An IT team can use these
configurations to aggregate traffic across a single trunk
that interconnects systems.

With APCON’s network monitoring solution in place,
the corporation’s engineers are already saving time
with a comprehensive view of what is occurring on
their network.

REDUCING NETWORK
MONITORING COSTS
Security of customer data was a critical component
to this banking and financial services corporation’s
network monitoring architecture, but so were
controlling costs. They needed a solution that
accomplished both requirements. After conducting
an in-depth cost analysis and comparing multiple
monitoring solutions, APCON’s network monitoring
solution proved to have the industry’s lowest 5-year
cost of ownership.
APCON also had the most advanced monitoring
features that allowed the IT team to meet today’s
requirements and plan for tomorrow with a scalable
and reliable high-port density system all while
reducing deployment costs.

LOOKING AHEAD
As technology advances, so do company
networks. This was the case for this world
renowned banking and financial services
corporation. In order to keep up with the times,
they needed a network monitoring upgrade.
With APCON’s scalable, high-density and
interoperable solution, the corporation was
able to implement a more resilient network
monitoring architecture for their security and
monitoring tools. The IT team now has better
control and knowledge of what is traveling
through their network since adding the
necessary and valuable layer to the network
security posture.
If you are thinking about
updating your data center,
contact the APCON sales
team at sales@apcon.com
to learn how our solutions
can improve your network
visibility and security.

Although the financial industry has a challenging
network landscape, this customer is confident
that APCON has provided the right network
monitoring solution to secure their customers’
assets presently and in the future.
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